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The goal of this study is to design a protocol for the adherent cell culture within a novel 
microfluidic device. Microscale cell culture protocols were developed for loading cells 
using poly-L-lysine to enhance adherent cell culture of murine derived NIH 3T3 
fibroblasts. This work sought to develop a method for adherent microculture by 
examining various sterilization, surface treatment, and seeding techniques. Using a 
vacuum suction loading technique, air plasma treatment and a poly-L-lysine surface 
treatment adherent cell culture was observed within the device. The work presented here 
is part of a collaborative effort that aims to develop protocols for the electrical and optical 
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The basic principles of in-vitro cell culture technique used today were developed in the 
early twentieth century [1]. In 1916, Rous et. al discovered the importance of trypsin for 
obtaining cell suspension and subsequently plating individual cells [2]. Their work 
showed that “individual, living, tissue cells can be obtained in suspension by digesting 
with trypsin the clot of growing tissue cultures” [2]. Trypsin is an enzyme that works by 
digesting the extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM is a network of collagen, enzymes, 
and glycoproteins that not only provides structural support, but also plays a crucial role in 
the biomechanical and biochemical signaling of cellular networks [3]. Furthermore, they 
were able to show that when the cells were re-plated and washed with fresh media, the 
cells proliferated and reformed their cellular networks.  
In 1963, Todaro and Green established the first well behaved, contact-inhibited cell line: 
the 3T3 cell line [4]. The fascinating part about this cell line is that it can be inoculated at 
a lower density, 3 × 105 cells per 20 𝑐𝑚2, and passaged every three days, while the 
recommended seeding density for other cell lines in a 25 𝑐𝑚2 flask is 7 × 105 cells [31]. 
Due to their contact inhibition, these cells do not grow over each other and the size of the 
cells remains consistent with each passage [4]. Furthermore, this is an immortal cell line, 
or as defined by Hayflick, a cell line “capable of indefinite survival in conditions where 
no changes have occurred in molecular composition from some arbitrary beginning” [5]. 
Due to this immortality, 3T3 is a very robust, durable cell line, making it an ideal 
candidate for preliminary testing of cell culture in a microfluidic device.  
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A goal of cell and tissue culture is to recreate the cells specific in-vivo environment in-
vitro. However, it is difficult to control an environment when working with length scales 
that differ by orders of magnitude. The average size of a human cell is 10-100𝜇𝑚, 
whereas the average size of a petri-dish is a 100mm, and tissue culture flasks are even 
larger. Traditional tissue culture methods use T-75, 150, and 175 𝑐𝑚2 flasks requiring 
media volumes of 7.5, 22.5, and 52.5 mL, respectively. At the macro-scale, traditional 
culture methods can use liters of solutions and media in a given week, or even a single 
day. In contrast, current commercially available microfluidic devices can use as little as 
10 to 20 milliliters of solutions, media, and reagents a week.  
With the advancements in recent technologies such as micro total analysis systems 
(μTAS) and lab on a chip (LOC) systems, scientists are now able to work on length 
scales more closely approximating those found in in-vivo environments. However, the 
well-defined processes for cell culture at the macroscale level do not linearly translate to 
the microscale. Different phenomena dominate at the microscale compared to 
macroscale.  
1.1 Microfluidics  
Microfluidics is the science of manipulating fluids in micro- and nano- scale geometries. 
Two key players in the advancement of microelectromechanical systems (MEMs) were 
the semiconductor industry and the military. In the 1950s, photolithography was 
developed as a way to manufacture electronic devices that could be used for military 
applications. In that same decade, Kilby and Noyce invented integrated circuits (ICs). 
Initial ICs were fabricated using germanium. The inherent limitations of germanium led 
to the use of silicon, which is still commonly used in MEMs fabrication to date [32]. 
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From photolithography, soft lithography and replica molding using poly (dimethyl 
siloxane) were developed in the 1980s, paving the way for microfluidic device 
fabrication for biological applications [26, 32]. Compared to photolithography, soft 
lithography is more affordable and less time intensive, which helps save research 
scientists time and money.   
Microfluidics enable higher specificity within a given experiment. This is especially ideal 
when working with biological systems and trying to recreate the in-vivo conditions in-
vitro. The other well cited advantages of microfluidics are small reagents samples, 
reduced turnaround times, and higher throughput.  
1.2 Soft Lithography  
Traditional cleanroom photolithography techniques are used to fabricate a master mold of 
the microfluidic device. For this work, the CAD drawing of the microfluidic device used 
to fabricate the SU8 master mold is shown in Figure 1.2. Traditional soft-lithography 
techniques and replica molding are used to quickly manufacture multiple ready-to-use 
microfluidic devices. 
Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) is a polymeric material commonly used in biological 
systems because it is relatively bio-inert and biocompatible. PDMS is transparent with a 
low autofluorescence and a recorded index of refraction of 1.4 [6]. It is also permeable to 
most gases, importantly CO2, and impermeable to water, helping preserve the sterility 
and integrity of an experiment. These properties make it ideal for applications involving 
microscopy and fluorescence analysis, like many cellular assays. However, PDMS is not 
entirely inert and is permeable to small hydrophobic materials like many drugs [7, 30], 
which are important considerations when designing cellular assays.  
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PDMS is used for soft lithography replica molding in the manufacturing of certain 
microfluidics. Air plasma treatment is used in the manufacturing process for the adhesive 
bonding of the PDMS to the desired substrate. For this work, the PDMS mold is 
irreversibly bonded to a glass slide, creating the final form of the device shown in Figure 
1.1 below.  
 
Figure 0.1 Microfluidic Device Examined in this Work: Final product developed using 
soft lithography replica molding. A) inlet to the cell culture network. B) outlet of cell 
culture network. C) outlet for the entire system. D) and E) inlets to the concentration 
gradient generator.  
A   
B   
C   
D   




Figure 0.2 CAD Drawing of Microfluid Device: The green network is the cell culture 
network (A), the blue network is the concentration gradient and feeding network (B), and 
the yellow network is the interdigitated electrode array (C). 
1.3 Gradient Generators 
Biomolecular gradients play a crucial role in biological processes like inflammation, 
wound healing, and cancer. Biomolecular gradients also play a role in the growth, 
differentiation, and migrations of cells in-vivo [19]. The signaling protein gradients used 
to guide the growth, differentiation, and migration of developing cells are highly spatially 
and temporally regulated [19]. Using microfluidics, it is possible to create concentration 
gradients on a length scale that is suitable for cellular assays. Furthermore, microfluidic 
gradients are quantifiable, reproducible, and predictable [19].  
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Gradient generators also have applications for drug dosing and toxicity assays. 
Macroscale drug dosing requires manual creation of the required drug concentrations, 
which is not only time intensive, but also prone to human error.  
 
Figure 0.3 Christmas Tree Gradient Generator: COMSOL model of concentration 
gradient network. Red and Blue are the initial solute concentrations. [20]  
The device examined in this work used the “Christmas Tree Gradient Generator” design 
to create 16 unique concentrations. The complex branching network is used to mix the 
two initial concentrations. Generating homogenous mixtures on the micro- and nano- 
length scales requires consideration of the rate of diffusion and the flow rate. Based on 
the dimensions of microfluidic devices, fluid flow within the device tends to be laminar. 
1.4 Electrical Impedance Spectroscopy  
Biological cells exhibit certain responses to electrical stimulation that scientists can use 
as a means to measure and quantify the overall health of a system. Electrical impedance 
spectroscopy or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a highly sensitive, 
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nondestructive characterization technique that is used to establish the chemical or 
electrical response of a system [9]. Impedance spectroscopy can be used in cellular assays 
to provide information regarding the cell population, cell proliferation, and cell death. It 
can also provide useful information on the fluid properties, like ionic concentrations 
within the media.  
Electrical impedance is a measure of the system’s ability to resist flow from an applied 
voltage at varying frequencies.  The impedance, or complex electrical resistance, of the 
system is related to its ability to resist the flow of electrical current [10]. The impedance 
of a system is a complex number calculated using the resistance, inductance, and 
capacitive elements, as shown in the equations below:  




   (2.2) 
 
Where Z is the complex impedance, R is the real resistance, and X is the reactance. The 
real resistance, shown in equation 2.2, is calculated using Ohm’s law and is a ratio of the 
current to applied voltage. The reactance is the sum of the inductive and capacitive 
reactance of the system. As a measure of the system’s response to change in frequencies, 
reactance is a complex number denoted by “j.” Unlike reactance, the resistance of the 
system is not affected by the frequency.  
In cells, the phospholipid bilayer membrane acts like an electric capacitor by storing and 
impeding the current flow [27]. The impedance properties of cells can be used to 
characterize in-vitro cell culture. In in-vitro environments most cells are anchorage 
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dependent [13]. Meaning that cells need to attach to a substrate in order to survive and 
proliferate. Using photolithography techniques, it is possible to pattern an electrode array 
on a substrate that can be used for adherent cell culture. As shown in Figure 1.2C the 
device presented here includes an interdigitated electrode array that is patterned onto a 
glass substrate. Prior to cells being introduced to the device the impedance of the system 
will be relatively low, electrolytes and ions in the media will result in a baseline 
impedance. After cells are introduced the impedance of the system will slowly increase as 
the cells settle and attach to the electrodes surface. The overall impedance of the system 
will increase as the confluency increases. The more cells present within the device the 
greater the impedance of the system to electrical current. Likewise, if the cells begin to 
die and detach, or experience various morphological changes that decrease the 
confluency, the impedance of the system will decrease. Electrical measurements provide 
quantifiable information on in-vitro cell culture that can be used to characterize the 
overall health of the system. Providing a higher level of information than traditional 
microscopy techniques alone.  
1.4.1 Electric Double Layer 
The electric double layer describes a phenomenon occurring at the interface of an 
electrode (or substrate) in an electrolytic solution. Most substances will acquire a surface 
electric charge when submerged in an aqueous solution [11].  To balance out the surface 
electric charge, counterions are attracted to the surface while coions are repelled. The 
electric double layer is the result of these ionic attractions and repulsions. At the surface, 
there is a higher number of counterions than coions, resulting in a non-neutral surface 





Figure 0.4 The Electric Double Layer: The structure of the electric double layer. [11] 
In microfluidic systems, the effects of the electric double layer are dominant and reduce 
the sensitivity to the intrinsic impedance of the fluid (and substrate) below a 
characteristic frequency [12]. The impact of the double layer in this system is an 
important consideration and impedance measurements of the system should be calibrated 
to account for the effects of the electric double layer.  
1.5 Cell Culture 
Most mammalian cells in-vitro are anchorage dependent [13]. The anchorage of the cell 
to the substrate is paramount to its ability to grow and proliferate in in-vitro 
environments.  Most commercially available tissue culture flasks and well plates are 
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manufactured using polystyrene [28]. The polystyrene culture surface is plasma treated, 
which activates the surface and promotes the adhesion of various cells. Plasma treatments 
also sterilize the device, reducing the risk of contamination.  
Many factors play a role when recreating the cellular microenvironment. A growth 
substrate can be used to enhance the surface for cell adhesion, growth, and 
proliferation[14].  The surface can be coated with proteins like laminin and collagen, or 
polymers like Poly-L-Lysine (PLL) and Poly-D-Lysine [30]. The specific growth 
substrate usually depends on cell type and experimental design. Cells can secrete 
different factors whether they are in suspension or adhered, and if they are ‘stressed’ [24]. 
It is important to keep these considerations in mind when running experimental assays 
because cells can behave differently in different microenvironments, which could impact 
the efficacy of the work.  
 Another important component utilized to recreate the appropriate microenvironment is 
the media and components added to the media that are used to feed and supply nutrients 
to the cells. The media consists of two basic components: a basal nutrient medium and 
supplements [14]. Amino acids and vitamins, ions, serums, and other components can be 
added to the media. In this work, our media solution contains a basal medium, fetal 
bovine serum, antibiotics, and antifungal solutions.  
Lastly, it is importantly to strictly regulate the physio-chemical properties of the cultures 
in-vitro. Potential Hydrogen (pH) is an important component of the cellular 
microenvironment. In many medias, Phenol Red is used as a visual pH indicator. Most 
mammalian cells have a pH between 7.0-7.4. Cells stop growing between 7.0-6.5 and 
viability is lost below 6.5. [14]. It is worth noting that some cells, such as fibroblasts, 
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require a higher pH for optimal conditions. Fibroblasts’ niche can have a pH between 7.4-
7.7. It is also important to regulate the supplies of CO2 and oxygen in-vitro. Most 
scientific incubators are kept at physiological temperature, 37°C, with ~5% CO2 and a 
relative humidity of 95%, however CO2 concentrations and relative humidity can vary 
depending on cell and culture type. CO2 is dissolved into culture mediums to help 
establish proper physiological pH conditions for cell culture [14]. As cells metabolize and 
proliferate, they produce more CO2 decreasing the overall pH of the system. Sodium 
bicarbonate is added to culture mediums as a buffering agent to help regulate the 
fluctuations of the pH in the presence of CO2 [14]. 
1.6  Cell Response 
 
Cells respond to stress in a variety of ways from activation of pathways that promote 
survival to inducing programmed cell death [34]. Stress impinges upon the systems 
physiological ability to maintain homeostasis. A physiological system can withstand a 
certain level of stress by signaling for an appropriate protective cellular response [34]. 
However, if the stress to the system is too extreme or prolonged for a sufficient amount 
of time cellular signaling cascades results in apoptosis, necrosis, pyroptosis, or 
autophagic cell death [34]. The ability to measure and quantify these responses is a large 
component of drug and toxicity assays in-vitro. The combination of electrical and optical 
measurement methods presented in this work can be used to provide a finer level of detail 
and quantify the cellular response to specific stressors.    
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1.7 Microculture  
In part due to the availability of information for traditional cell culture, some of these 
conditions are easier to regulate at the macroscale. Microfluidic cell culture, however, is 
still relatively novel, so many of these conditions are still being developed and fine-
tuned.  
In microculture, the surface-area-to-volume ratio is much greater than traditional macro-
culture techniques. In other words, if the same cell culture density is used in a 
microchannel and a well culture plate, the volume per cell is significantly reduced in the 
microculture system [15]. This can be both advantageous and disadvantageous. On one 
hand, it can enable the development of in-vitro models for paracrine signaling that had 
previously been difficult using traditional culture techniques [13]. However, it also poses 
challenges for microculture due to the quick depletion of nutrients and rapid 
accumulation of waste in the culture media within a device. These limitations are 





2.1 Effective Culture Time 
 
The maintenance of cell culture relies on regular media changes at precise time intervals. 
The dimensionless parameter Da, or Damk?̈?hler number, is a measure of the reaction 
velocity with respect to the diffusion velocity [11]. The Damk?̈?hler number can be used 








Where 𝐾𝑚 is the substrate uptake rate by the cells, D is the diffusivity of the substrate, 𝐶0 
is the initial concentration of the particular substrate, 𝜎 is the cell density, and h is the 
height of the channel.  








 Where the numerator represents the diffusion time scale, ℎ2/𝐷, and the denominator 
represents the reaction time scale, 𝐶0ℎ/𝐾𝑚𝜎. The reaction time dictates the speed of the 
process because diffusion to the top of the microchannel happens much more quickly 
than the reaction of all the substrate at the bottom [16]. The Effective Culture Time 
(ECT) is the time interval between media changes in a microfluidic system. A key 
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obstacle to overcome in microculture is accounting for the high surface-area-to-volume 
ratios in microfluidic systems and replenishing the nutrients within the system 
sufficiently based on these constraints. In a diffusion dominant system, the reaction time 
is equivalent to the effective culture time, which is proportional to the height of the 
channel. Therefore, the ECT can be approximated based on the height of the 
microchannel. 
Based on literature, a 200 𝜇𝑚 deep channel requires media perfusion every 8-12 hours to 
maintain ideal culture conditions [17]. Assuming an approximately linear relationship, 
𝐸𝐶𝑇 ∝ h , a device with a channel depth of  70 𝜇𝑚 requires fresh media every 2.8-4.2 
hours.  
2.2 Critical Perfusion Rate 
 
The critical perfusion rate (CPR) can help determine the volumetric flow rate necessary 
to properly replenish nutrients and media within the device. Another dimensionless 
parameter, 𝜅, can be derived for the ratio of convection and reaction time scales [16], 













Where h represents the height of the channel, L is the length of the channel, 𝑈𝑚 is the 
constant flow velocity, 𝐾𝑚 is the substrate uptake rate by the cells, 𝐶0 is the initial 
concentration of the particular substrate, and 𝜎 is the cell density. 
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Sufficient perfusion, wherein the media and nutrients travel the entire length of the device 
before being depleted in the device, requires 𝜅 ≥ 1. Knowing that the effective culture 
time is equivalent to the reaction time equation 2.4 can be simplified, as shown below in 
equation 2.6.  
 









Where 𝜏𝑟 denotes the reaction time scale and is equivalent to the height of the channel 
squared divided by the diffusivity of the substrate. A κ = 1 is assumed to establish the 
minimum flow rate required to properly perfuse the system.  
Therefore, the critical perfusion rate of a device is the length of the channel divided by 
the effective culture time. The length of the cell network presented in this device is 
~500μm and ~70μm deep. Based on literature, and equation 2.6 presented above, the 
ideal perfusion rate for this device would be between 105 
μm
hr
 and 220 
μm
hr
  [14]. To 
determine an ideal volumetric flow rate, equation 2.7 below is used.  
𝑄 = 𝐴 × v⃗  
 
(2.7) 
Where Q is the volumetric flow rate, A is the cross sectional area, and v⃗  is the average 
velocity of the fluid.  
Using equation 2.7, and assuming an approximate cross-sectional area of the device as 






 is required to 
replenish nutrients in the system. Through the cell network a higher flow rate may still be 
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required for sufficient perfusion as the overall confluency of the system increases. 
However, the goal of the device is to use the gradient generator, which delivers fresh 
media to every well,  without any concern of the nutrients being depleted before reaching 
any specific well.  
2.3 Rhodamine 123 
Various assays exist for the labeling and optical analysis of cell cultures. Some 
techniques use antibody labeling and immunofluorescence to detect the presence of 
specific biomarkers, proteins, or cell types. There are live/dead stains and nuclear stains, 
like Trypan Blue and DAPI. Finally, there are metabolic stains, like Rhodamine. Using 
fluorescent microscopy, the expression and level of expression of specific markers can be 
analyzed and quantified to provide information about the cellular system.  
In widefield fluorescence microscopy a parallel beam of light is used to excite 
fluorophores within a sample of interested [35].Traditionally, a mercury or xenon high 
pressure bulb is used to provide the excitation light [35]. A mercury arc lamp source was 
filtered using a standard FITC fluorescence filter cube to isolate excitation and emission 
spectra for fluorescence images in this work. With this filter, excitation was provided by 
blue light,  400-525 nm. The fluorophore in Rhodamine 123 absorbs blue light, 505 nm, 
and emits green light, 534 nm [22]. Extra care was taken to preserve the samples and 
prevent photo-bleaching.  
At the macroscale, this work used Rhodamine 123 (Rh123) to examine the metabolic 
activity of fibroblasts cultured in media containing varying amounts of glucose. 
Rhodamine 123 is a cationic fluorescent dye that labels the mitochondria. The lipophilic 
nature of Rh123 allows it to diffuse across the mitochondrial membrane in response to 
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potential and concentration gradients [18]. A loss in potential results in less accumulation 
of dye in the membrane and decreased fluorescence intensity that could be used as a 
method to characterize cell health. Figure 2.1 below shows two samples with varying 
expression rates of Rh 123, Images B and E were obtained using a widefield fluorescent 
microscope and FITC filter as describe above.  
 
Figure 0.1 Wide-Field Fluorescence Microscopy Images of Fibroblasts stained with 
RH 123. The images presented above show varying rates of Rhodamine 123 expression 
in murine derived NIH 3T3 fibroblasts cultured in a tissue treated 6-well plate. Images A 
and D are brightfield images, Image B and E are fluorescent images using a FITC filter, 




2.4 Reynolds Numbers 
The Reynolds Number is a dimensionless parameter that is used to predict whether a flow 








Where V is the flow velocity, D is the traveled length of the fluid, and 𝜈 is the kinematic 
viscosity. 
In laminar flow, Re ≤ 2000, fluid particles move in a straight line, and will continue to 
move in a straight line until acted upon. In most microfluidic devices fluid flow will be 
laminar. The flow rate and dimensions of most microfluidic devices are too small for 
convective mixing to occur naturally, diffusion is the predominant mixing mechanism. 
The branching network of gradient generators helps disrupt the particle path, which 
results in diffusive mixing of the two species.  
The work presented here examines a device consisting of 16 cell culture wells connected 
by a thin channel. The device consists of three layers: the cell culture network, a gradient 
generator, and an interdigitated electrode array for electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS), shown in Figure 2.4. Using PDMS replica molding, the cell culture 
and gradient generator networks are imprinted into a PDMS mold, which is bonded on a 
glass substrate containing the electrode array.  
This device uses a combination of electrical and optical methods to quantify and observe 
cellular systems. This novel device enables control over the cellular microenvironment. 
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With the gradient generator, 16 unique concentrations are developed from two initial 





3.1 Traditional Cell Culture  
All biological material was handled with proper aseptic and biohazard technique. Liquid 
biohazards were aspirated into a 10% bleach solution and disposed of following 
appropriate protocol. All solid waste was placed in a hard-sided biohazard container, and 
sharps were placed in a Sharps biohazard container.  
NIH 3T3 mouse fibroblasts were cultured in tissue treated T-75 flasks. The basal media 
was Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS), 1% penicillin-streptomycin antibiotic, and .1% Fungizone. The cells were 
incubated at 37°𝐶, with a relative humidity of approximately 95%, and a 𝐶𝑂2 
concentration of approximately 5%.  
Prior to use, media and trypsin were submerged in a sterile water bath until reaching 
physiological temperature. Sterile phosphate buffer solution (PBS) was used at room 
temperature.  
For experimental purposes, the cell-line was continuously maintained.  The cells were 
passed at 75-90% confluency, approximately every two to three days. To passage, the 
flasks were removed from the incubator and placed in a sterile biological safety cabinet. 
The media was aspirated and the cells were rinsed with PBS to remove any excess media. 
3 mL of trypsin was used to detach the fibroblasts. The flask was then observed under 
light microscopy for three to five minutes, or until most cells had detached. The trypsin 
was neutralized with equal parts media and manually mixed with a pipette-aid to ensure 
single-cell suspension. 4 mL of cell solution was evenly split into two T-75 flasks, one 
for continuous culture and one for microfluidic experimentation. The cells were 
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resuspended in 10 mL of media per flask and returned to the incubator. Excess cell 
solution was properly discarded following the biohazard protocol.  
3.2 Microscale Cell Culture  
The following methods are used for acquiring a cell solution for microfluidic 
experimentation. The same DMEM complete media as describe above was used in these 
processes. Ideally, flasks at 85-95% confluency were used to ensure dense seeding of the 
device. The same culture technique described above was also used for rinsing, 
trypsinization, and neutralization of the cells. A portion of the resulting cell solution was 
then passed into a 1 mL sterile cryovial and used for loading the device.  
3.3 Device Fabrication 
The microfluidic device was fabricated using an SU8 master mold that was fabricated in 
a Class 1000 cleanroom. The device was manufactured using traditional soft lithography 
techniques. Photoresist was deposited onto a [P]100 silicon wafer. A mask of the device 
was placed atop the silicon wafer and exposed to UV light. The mask is then removed 
and the photoresist dissolved, resulting in an SU8 master mold of the device. The master 
mold contained three devices. However, due to lift off of the photoresist, only two 
devices were manufactured from the mold.  
Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS Sylgard® 184, Dow Corning Corporation) was used to 
create the mold of the device. PDMS was mixed in a 1:10 ratio of curing agent to base. 
40g of base and 4g of curing agent were used for the fabrication of this device. PDMS 
was manually stirred for 10 minutes then degassed under a vacuum. The PDMS was then 
poured over the SU8 master mold, placed in an oven at 70 °𝐶, and cured for at least 24 
hours. An X-Acto knife was used to cut and carefully peel the PDMS mold from the 
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silicon wafer. The individual devices were then cut from the mold, yielding two 
independent microfluidic devices. The four inlets and one outlet of the device are 
punctured using a 23-gage blunt tipped dispensing needle. Scotch tape was then adhered 
to and removed from the mold side of the PDMS two to three times to remove any 
particulates.  
A standard microscope slide, 75 𝑥 50 𝑚𝑚, was washed with ethanol, rinsed with water, 
and dried using a Chemwipe. As with the PDMS mold, Scotch tape is adhered to and 
removed from the surface of the slide two to three times to remove any particulates. Air 
plasma treatment1, 10s at 300mTorr, is used to irreversibly adhere the PDMS mold to the 
glass slide. The device is placed back in the oven to cure for a minimum of four hours 
prior to use.  
3.4 Equipment Sterilization  
Initial experiments used 70% IPA and ethanol as primary sterilization methods. The 
device, tubing, cryovials, and any conical and dispensing tips were sprayed thoroughly 
with 70% IPA. The solution evaporated prior to use. Ethanol was washed through 
dispensing tips, tubing, and the device prior to experimentation.  
An Instant Pot IP-DUO80 was used for steam autoclave sterilization. The devices were 
wrapped in aluminum foil and sealed shut with autoclave tape. The Instant Pot was filled 
with 100 mL of distilled water, a metal shelf was placed in the Instant Pot, and the 
aluminum foil pouches were placed on top of the shelf. The same process is used for the 
Tygon tubing, cryovials, and conicals. Dry samples were autoclaved for 30 minutes at 
 




10.2-11.6 PSI and 115-116°𝐶 [21]. Including ‘warm-up,’ the devices remained in the 
autoclave for a minimum of 45 minutes. The chamber could be manually vented or 
allowed to vent over time.  
After steam autoclaving, the device and tubing were rinsed with ethanol, both for 
sterilization and as a wetting agent to reduce bubble formation within the device. 
Dispensing tips were submerged in ethanol prior to use.  
Sterile syringes were used for all experiments. Proper aseptic technique is followed to 
preserve sterility when connecting dispensing tips.  
3.5 Device Stage  
A 3D-printed polylactic acid (PLA) stage magnetically attached to the desktop 
microscope. Atop that rests an aluminum machined heating stage designed specifically 
for the dimensions of the device. Two long shafts were drilled on either side of the device 
platform for uniform heating. Two heating elements were inserted and secured, ensuring 
limited metal was exposed. A thermocouple was used to monitor the aluminum stage 
temperature. It was inserted and secured using packing tape within a small cut out located 
next to the device platform between the two heating elements. The heating elements were 
set to physiological temperature, 37°C, and the stage was preheated and allowed to 
equilibrate prior to use during an experiment, roughly 30 minutes.  
3.6 Experiment Procedure 
The methods below are divided into two parts, macroscale and microscale. The 
macroscale experiments highlight traditional cell culture techniques and procedures. The 
macroscale experiments were used to generate a baseline for NIH 3T3 fibroblasts 
morphology in culture conditions. The microscale experiments describe the development 
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of the protocol that was used to sterilize, seed, and obtain adherent cell culture in the 
microfluidic device presented.   
3.6.1 Macro Scale Experiments 
The following protocols outline the experimental designs used for the macroscale 
characterization of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts using tissue culture treated 6-well plates. These 
experiments were used to demonstrate ‘normal’ morphology of fibroblasts in culture and 
to gain an understanding of fibroblasts characteristics under various media conditions. 
Seven macroscale experiments were conducted in total, sufficient data was obtained from 
two experiments, experiments 2 and 7, the methods and results from which are discussed 
below.  
3.6.1.1 Rhodamine 123 
A Rhodamine 123 (Rh123) stock solution was created following a PromoKine protocol 
[22]. 0.4 mg Rh123 was dissolved in 1 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to create 1 
mM Rh123-DMSO stock solution. The stock solution was wrapped in aluminum foil to 
protect it from light and stored at 4°𝐶.  
3.6.1.2 Cell Culture 
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were cultured in a T-75 flask. After reaching confluency using the 
methods described above, the cells were passed into a tissue treated 6-well plate and left 
overnight to adhere.  
3.6.1.3  Macroscale Experiment 2 
This experiment examined the expression of Rh123 under varying glucose 
concentrations. A 1:1000 Rh123 dilution factor was used.  Three tissue culture media 
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were prepared: 1) regular DMEM complete, 2) glucose free DMEM complete and 3) a 
1:1 solution of regular and glucose free DMEM Complete. 1 mL of 3T3 cell solution, 
with approximately 3 × 105 cells/mL, was passed into each well and 2 mL of the 
respective cell media was added to each well. Two wells were covered in regular DMEM, 
two covered with glucose free DMEM, and the remaining two wells were covered with 1 
mL regular DMEM and 1 mL glucose free DMEM. The 6-well plate was then incubated 
overnight, these conditions are shown below in Figure 3.1A.  
Using an analytical balance, 0.4 mg of Rh123 was collected then dissolved in 1 mL of 
DMSO. 6 μL of Rh123 solution was dissolved in 6 mL of regular DMEM and in 6 mL of 
glucose free DMEM. The wells of the plate were aspirated, rinsed with PBS, and 
aspirated again. Each well was incubated with the stain media matching the wells media 
glucose concentrations, these conditions are shown in Figure 3.1B below. The 6-well 
plate was placed back in the incubator for 45 minutes. After the time elapsed, the solution 





Figure 0.1 Macro Scale Experiment 2 Plate Map. Image A on the left shows the 
glucose concentrations used to culture NIH 3T3 Fibroblasts for 24 hours. Image B on the 
right shows the Rhodamine 123 and media type used for labeling and fluorescent 
microscopy.  
3.6.1.4 Macroscale Experiment 7 
This experiment sought to examine whether DMSO was causing detrimental changes to 
the cellular microenvironment. A 1:100 Rh123 dilution factor was used in this 
experiment. Using an analytical balance and weigh boat, two 0.4 mg samples of Rh123 
were collected. For one solution Rh123 was dissolved in 1 mL of DMSO. The other 
solution was dissolved in of 1 mL of DMEM. 40 𝜇𝐿 of each respective stain solution was 





Figure 0.2 Macro Scale Experiment 7 Plate Map. Image A shows the culture 
conditions used to culture NIH 3T3 Fibroblasts overnight in a 6-well plate. Image B 
shows the three conditions tested for fluorescent microscopy.  
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were passed to a 6-well plate. Three wells contained 1 mL of cell 
solution and 2 mL of regular DMEM complete; the remaining three wells contained 1 mL 
of cell solution and 2 mL of glucose free DMEM complete, conditions are shown in 
Figure 3.2 above. The plate was incubated overnight to allow for cell adherence. 2 mL of 
the DMSO stain solution was added to two wells, one from each media type, with one 
well acting as the control. The same set-up was followed using the DMEM stain solution. 
The cells were incubated for 45 minutes, the solution was aspirated, and 1 mL of PBS 
was added to each well. The wells were imaged wet.   
3.6.2 Micro Scale Experiments 
A 3D-printed polylactic acid (PLA) stage magnetically attached to the desktop 
microscope. Atop that rests an aluminum machined heating stage designed specifically 
for the dimensions of the device. Two long shafts were drilled on either side of the device 
platform for uniform heating. Two heating elements were inserted and secured, ensuring 




temperature. It was inserted and secured using packing tape within a small cut out located 
next to the device platform between the two heating elements. The heating elements were 
set to physiological temperature, 37°C, and the stage was preheated and allowed to 
equilibrate prior to use during an experiment, roughly 30 minutes.  
During Experiments 1-4 the heating stage was not functional, as a result these 
experiments were not conducted at physiological temperature. Successful use of the 
gradient generator was not achieved during any experiment due to lack of adhesion.  
Table 3.1 below illustrates the key elements tested in each microscale experiment. Each 
experiment tested various conditions from sterilization methods, surface treatments, 
temperature, and seeding methodology. Experiments were grouped if they had the same 











Table 0.1 Outline of Micro-Scale Experiments. The table below highlights key 
conditions tested for all microscale experiments: device prep, experiment temperature, 
surface treatments, seeding method, and perfusion.  
 




1 and 2 
70% IPA 
DMEM 




3, 4 and 5 
70% IPA 
DMEM 
Room Temp.  Air Plasma 
Syringe Pump 






Physiological Temp.  Air Plasma 
Syringe Pump 
Q = 0.5mL/hr 
None 




Physiological Temp.  Air Plasma 
Syringe Pump 






Physiological Temp.  
Air Plasma  
PLL- 2hrs 37C 
Syringe Pump 
Q = 0.5mL/hr 
Manual 





Physiological Temp.  
Air Plasma  
PLL- 2hrs RT 
Syringe Pump 
Q = 0.5mL/hr 
Manual 





Physiological Temp.  
Air Plasma  








Physiological Temp.  
Oxygen Plasma 
Air Plasma 




T = 60 





Physiological Temp.  
Incubator over night 
Air Plasma 









Physiological Temp.  
Incubator over night 
Air Plasma 





T = 24 hr 
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3.6.2.1 Microscale Experiments 1 and 2 
For sterility, all experimental equipment was sprayed with a 70% IPA solution. Three 
medium length pieces of Tygon tubing were cut, sprayed with IPA, and connected to the 
inlet and outlet of the cell well channel and the outlet of the device. The free ends of the 
tubing connected to the outlets were placed in a 50 mL beaker and taped in place for 
waste collection. A 1 mL syringe containing ethanol was placed in a syringe pump and 
preset to a flow rate of 0.01 mL/hr. The dispensing tip was inserted into the Tygon 
tubing. The syringe was manually pushed to fill the length of the tubing with ethanol 
before the syringe pump was turned on to flush the device. The device was sterilized with 
ethanol for at least 10 minutes, after which a syringe with 1 mL of DMEM complete was 
connected and flushed through the device. While the device was being rinsed with media, 
NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were being passed from a T-75 flask into a sterile conical. The cell 
solution contained 3 mL of cell solution and 3 mL of trypsin. A sterile syringe was used 
to collect 1 mL of cell solution, then connected to the device, and secured in the syringe 
pump. The pump remained on for 30 minutes. The syringe and tubing were disconnected 
from the inlet of the device, and the device was left untouched for five minutes prior to 
imaging.  
3.6.2.2 Microscale Experiments 3-5 
The general protocol described above was implemented for the three following 
experiments, with some exceptions. The device was flushed with IPA at a flow rate of 
0.04 mL/hr for approximately 10 minutes, followed by DMEM complete media for a 
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minimum of 10 minutes at the same flow rate2. The cell solution was collected the same 
way as described in Experiments 1 and 2, but prior to introduction to the device, the 
solution was manually mixed using a micro-pipette to ensure a single cell suspension. 
The solution was then introduced into the device using the syringe pump with a flow rate 
of 0.5 mL/hr for 10 minutes. After cell perfusion, all tubing was removed from the 
device, except the outlet. Using sterile tubing, the inlets and outlets of the gradient 
generator and cell well channel were closed off. The devices were imaged until bubble 
formation compromised the majority of the wells.  
3.6.2.3 Microscale Experiments 63 
The heating stage was assembled, turned on, and allowed to pre-heat prior to use. The 
device was flushed with ethanol at 0.05 mL/hr for 10 minutes, followed by phosphate 
buffer solution (PBS), then media, each for 10 minutes at 0.5 mL/hr. The cell solution 
was then introduced at 0.5 mL/hr for five minutes. The syringe pump was then turned off 
and disconnected from the device. Then the wells were imaged for the duration of the 
experiment.  
3.6.2.4 Microscale Experiments 7 and 8 
These experiments looked at the shelf life of the devices to examine whether the 
hydrophobic nature of PDMS after plasma treatment effected adherent cell culture within 
the device. For both experiments, the devices were used immediately following a four-
 
2 It is important to note, for the fourth experiment a second device was prepped after multiple bubble 
formation in the initial device. Due to time constraints (cell viability), the second device was used directly 
from clean room fabrication and was not sterilized using IPA but was flushed with media before cell 
introduction. The same cell solution was used for both devices at roughly the same time. 
3 Autoclaved devices and equipment were used for all experiments from this point forward. 
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hour cure period after air-plasma treatment. The devices were then autoclaved for 30 
minutes.  
The heating stage was set up, sterilized using 70% IPA and preheated while the device 
was autoclaved. Once removed from the aluminum foil, the device was placed in the 
heating stage. The syringe pump was set to 0.5 mL/hr to flush the cell well channel with 
ethanol, followed by media, for a minimum of five minutes to ensure the device was 
completely flushed with both fluids and all ethanol was removed prior to introducing 
cells. Simultaneously, the inlets to the gradient generator were manually flushed with 
ethanol, followed by media. Visual inspection was used to ensure all excess ethanol was 
rinsed from the device. The outlet tubes were inspected for the presence of media, 
evidenced by its pink color. The phenol red in the media changes color as the pH 
changes, the pink color observed highlights an increase in pH of the media. Media 
syringes were left connected to the inlets of the gradient generator to limit bubble 
formation and for media perfusion later on in the experiment. The cell solution was 
introduced using the syringe pump at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/hr for five minutes. The 
syringe and tubing were disconnected from the inlet of the cell well channel.  
3.6.2.5 Microscale Experiment 9 
Based on experiments 7 and 8, the shelf life, or time between plasma treatment and use, 
was continued to be examined during this experiment. This device cured in the oven after 
plasma bonding for approximately 24 hours before being autoclaved. The device was 
manually flushed with ethanol, then connected to the syringe pump, and washed with 
distilled water at 0.5 mL/hr.  
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A new syringe was filled with ~0.5-mL of Poly-L-Lysine solution (0.01%) (PLL) from 
EMD Millipore Corp. and manually introduced through the cell well channel of the 
device. Once all 16 wells were filled with PLL, the device was placed on the heating 
stage and incubated for two hours. Directly following incubation, the device was flushed 
with 1 mL of distilled water, and then connected to the syringe pump and washed with 
media at 0.5 mL/hr until pink fluid was present in both outlet tubes. Following the same 
protocol described above, the cells were introduced to the device. Using a 1 mL syringe 
filled with media and connected to the device, manual fresh media perfusion was 
attempted through the cell well channel after 120 minutes.   
3.6.2.6  Microscale Experiment 10 
For this experiment, the device was incubated with PLL for two hours at room 
temperature. The rest of the procedure for this experiment followed the same protocol 
described above in Experiment 9. Media perfusion was manually perfused through the 
cell well channel after 150 minutes of cell incubation.  
3.6.2.7 Microscale Experiment 11 
A new protocol was developed for this experiment. The goal was to examine a different 
loading technique that mitigates possible shear stress on the cells when using a 
dispensing tip and limits bubble formation.  
The device was plasma treated and autoclaved 24 hours prior to use.  
The device was manually washed with ethanol and rinsed with distilled water before 
being loaded with PLL. The device was incubated with PLL for two hours at room 
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temperature prior to use. Following incubation, the device was flushed with media to 
remove all excess PLL.  
The cell solution was collected and dispensed into a sterile 1 mL cryovial and placed 
upright in a cryovial holder. Clean tubing was connected to the inlet and outlet of the cell 
well channel. The outlet tubing was connected to an empty 1 mL syringe affixed with a 
dispensing tip. The inlet tubing was carefully inserted into the cryovial, such that the 
tubing was resting on the base of the cryovial and fully submerged in fluid. The syringe 
attached to the outlet was slowly pulled, creating a vacuum that slowly filled the device. 
Once the device was fully loaded, the tubing was disconnected and the wells were 
imaged.  
3.6.2.8 Microscale Experiment 12 
The efficacy of air plasma bonding on adherent cell culture was compared to a device 
fabricated using oxygen plasma bonding in this experiment. Everything else about the 
two devices remained constant throughout the course of this experiment.  
The devices were autoclaved, flushed with ethanol, and then rinsed with distilled water 
prior to a 20-minute PLL incubation at room temperature. The devices were then flushed 
with media. Due to bubble formation, liquid was suctioned from both devices and the 
devices sat dry while the cell solution was prepped. 1 mL of cell solution was obtained 
and pipetted into a cryovial. New tubing was connected to the inlets and outlets of the 
cell well channel of both devices. The devices were then loaded as described in 
Experiment 11. Media was manually was perfused through the cell well channel at 60 
and 120 minutes.  
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3.6.2.9 Microscale Experiments 13 and 14 
This experiment is the first attempt at long term experimentation and utilizes the finalized 
loading protocol for the device.  
For Experiment 13, a 1 mL pipette tip container was used for long term culture within a 
sterile incubator. The container was autoclaved for 30 minutes and transported to a sterile 
biological safety cabinet before the aluminum foil was removed. Sterile distilled water 
was poured into the base of the container to create a humid environment. After loading 
the device, it was placed on the pipette tip rack within the container. The container was 
shut and placed into the sterile incubator overnight.  
For Experiment 14, the same 1 mL pipette tip container was used. However, the 1 mL tip 
rack was removed and replaced with a smaller gage tip rack with hopes of promoting 
sufficient gas exchange. Both pieces were placed in an autoclave for 30 minutes and 
transported to a biological safety cabinet before being opened to preserve sterility. A 
small amount of sterilized, distilled water was poured into the base of the container, and 
the loaded device was placed on the rack. The container was shut and placed within the 
sterile incubator overnight.  
For both experiments, the following protocol was used to load the device. The device was 
sterilized in an autoclave for 30 minutes. The device was manually flushed with ethanol 
and distilled water before PLL was introduced. The device was filled with PLL and 
incubated for 15 minutes at physiological temperature before being flushed with distilled 
water followed by media. A sterile syringe was filled with 0.5 mL of media and 
connected to a dispensing tip and Tygon tubing. Care was taken to limit bubble formation 
within the syringe. Media was manually dispensed to fill the length of the tubing with 
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media. The tubing was then inserted into a cryovial containing cell solution. Once the 
tubing was fully submerged in the fluid, ~0.01 mL of cell solution was suctioned into the 
tubing. Gently, the syringe was pushed creating a bubble at the tip of the tubing, which 
was then inserted into the device, forming a wet-connect. The 0.01 mL of cell solution 
was then manually introduced into the device. All tubing was disconnected from the 
device, except for the main outlet. Two short pieces of tubing were cut and filled with 
media. One tube was used to connect the inlet and outlets of the cell well channel via a 
wet-connect and the other was used to connect the inlets of the gradient generator. Initial 
images of all 16 wells were taken. The device was then placed in the sterile tips container 
and placed in an incubator overnight. After a 22-hour incubation, the device was 
removed, imaged, and perfused manually with fresh media before being placed back in 
the incubator for 48 hours.  
For Experiment 14, two devices were prepped and used. The devices were autoclaved 
and rinsed as described above. The PLL sat in the device for two hours at room 
temperature and rinsed with water. The devices were filled with distilled H2O and sat 
overnight. The following day, the devices were rinsed with media and loaded with cells, 
using the same method as described above. The devices were imaged and then the inlets 
and outlets were closed off using tubing filled with media. The devices were then placed 
within the new sterile tips container and placed in the incubator for 24 hours.  
3.6.2.10 Clean-Up 
Proper biohazard protocols were followed during the cleanup for all experiments. Any 
single use equipment that came in contact with biologics was disposed of in a hard-sided 
biohazard container. Any liquids were placed in a liquid biohazard disposal container 
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containing a 10% bleach solution. Any re-useable equipment was washed with a 10% 
bleach solution. Counter tops, microscope, and any other equipment or surface that came 
in contact with biologics were sprayed and wiped down with a 70% IPA solution.  
3.7 Imaging Methodology  
3.7.1 Macro Scale  
A widefield fluorescence microscope was used for macroscale cell culture imaging.  A 
Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) fluorescence was used to observe Rhodamine 123 
concentration within the cells. The fluorophore in Rhodamine 123 absorbs blue light, 505 
nm, and emits green light, 534 nm [22]. Excitation was provided by a mercury arc lamp 
source filtered using a FITC-specific filter cube. 
Tissue treated 6-well plates seeded with NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were imaged. The cells 
were rinsed with PBS after staining, aspirated, and then a thin layer of PBS was added to 
each well for imaging. A 10X objective was used. Multiple images were taken per well: 
first a white-light photo, followed by a fluorescence photo of the same frame.  Care was 
taken to limit photo bleaching. The black and white images were then stacked with the 
fluorescent image using ImageJ software, see Image 4.1 and Image 4.2 below.  
3.7.2 Micro Scale 
A LabSmith SVM400 epifluorescence and brightfield microscope was used to image 
cells within the microfluidic device and to monitor cell behavior throughout the course of 
an experiment. The microscope software had the ability to set and save specific locations 
on the microscope stage, denoted A-J. Once the device was fixed to the stage, the 16 
wells were manually examined for the presence of cells. Five wells per side were imaged, 
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and the respective location saved. Images were then recorded every 30 minutes for the 
duration of the experiment.  
The images were processed using NIH ImageJ software. Cells were manually counted 





4.1 Statistics  
Cell count data obtained from ImageJ Cell-Counter was recorded in Microsoft Excel. 
Due to large variations in results from experiment to experiment, only experiments that 
lasted a minimum of 90 minutes (n =3) with a minimum of three wells (n=3) were 
analyzed. Based on that criteria, only Experiments 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10 generated sufficient 
data points.   
4.1.1 Analysis of Cell Count over Time 
Preset locations, denoted A-J, were used to record images at 30-minute intervals 
throughout the life of an experiment. Using NIH ImageJ software, the cells were 
manually counted and recorded in Microsoft Excel. The average and standard deviation 
of cells present in the device at each time interval was calculated. Using Minitab 
statistical software, an analysis of variance with Tukey simultaneous tests for differences 
of means and basic summary statistics were reported. The results of these analyses are 
shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 below.  
4.1.2 Analysis of Seeding Density as a Function of Distance 
Preset locations were used to record images throughout the duration of an experiment. 
Locations for imaging were chosen based on optical clarity (focus) and dense presence of 
cells. Ideally, five wells per side of the cell network were imaged. This sought to look at 
whether a trend exists between the loading pattern of the device and subsequent 
distribution of the cells throughout the device.  
The average cell count in each well for the duration of the experiment was calculated 
using Microsoft Excel. From there, the data sets were transferred to Minitab, where a 
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Graphical Summary was generated for each experiment. The basic summary statistics 
were collected and analyzed for any trends. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 
Tukey simultaneous tests for differences of means was also reported. The results of these 
analyses are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 below.  
 
Figure 0.1 Glucose Free Macroscale Fibroblast Culture: Adherent cell culture of 
fibroblasts cultured in glucose free media for ~24 hours. Phase contrast imaging (A), 
fluorescent microscopy (B), Images A and B stacked using NIH ImageJ software (C). 
Scale bar represents 1000 𝜇𝑚. 
 
Figure 0.2 Macroscale Fibroblast Culture in a 6-well Plate: Adherent cell culture of 
fibroblasts, cultured in regular DMEM media for ~24 hours. From left to right: phase 
contrast (A), fluorescent microscopy (B), images stacked using NIH ImageJ software (C). 
Scale bar represents 1000 𝜇𝑚. 
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 examine the accumulation of Rhodamine 123 in the mitochondrial 
membrane of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts when cultured in media supplemented with varying 
amounts of glucose. These images provide characteristic images of fibroblast culture at 




Figure 0.3 Average Cell Count as a Function of Time: Figures A-F show the average 
cell count across the entire device for the duration of each respective experiment. Cells 
were counted manually using NIH ImageJ software and recorded in Excel. Average and 




Figure 0.4 Average Cell Count in the Device as a Function of Time per Experiment: 
This bar chart examines the average number of cells in the device over time for all 
experiments that lasted a minimum of 90 minutes. Each point along the x-axis represents 
thirty minutes. * denotes a p value below 0.05. ** denotes p-value below 0.01 
Based on Tukey Tests, after 30 minutes, a statistical difference with a p-value of 0.047 
was observed between Experiments 4 and 5. After 90 minutes, a statistical difference was 
observed between Experiments 5 and 6, and Experiments 10 and 6 based on a p-value of 
0.034 and 0.03 respectively. After 120 minutes, a significant difference was observed 
between Experiments 3 and 6, and Experiments 6 and 10, with p-values of 0.012 and 
0.002, respectively. After 150 minutes, a significant difference was observed between 
experiments 3 and 6, and Experiments 6 and 10, with p-values of 0.018 and 0.002, 
respectively.  However, due to large variations in experimental designs it is difficult to 




Figure 0.5 Examining the Effective Culture Time of the Device. Figure A is a smooth 
line curve of the average cell count in the device per experiment over time. Figure B 
highlights the two experiments Experiment 4 device two and Experiment 6. The dashed 




Figure 0.6 Cell Count as a Function of Distance: Figure A-F are bar graphs of the 
average cell count per well as a function of distance. The distance from the inlet is 





Figure 0.7 Average Number of Cells as a Function of Distance for each Experiment: 
This bar plot examines the average number of cells per well as a function of distance, 
with 1 representing the image closest to the inlet and 10 the furthest.   
It is important to note, while ‘1’ represents the first well imaged closet to the inlet for 
each specific experiment, it is not always the same well across all experiments. After 
multiple ANOVAs were conducted on the data and Tukey Simulations were examined, a 
‘statistical difference’ was observed between almost every experiment in every well. This 
data provides insight into the variability of the different loading techniques per 
experiment and could also highlight the variability in confluency of the flasks used to 
obtain the cell solution. However, due to the large variations in experimental designs it is 





Figure 0.8 Experiment 4 Device 1 Culture Over time: Bright-field reflected light was 
used to obtain the above images. Time increases from left to right, top to bottom. A is 
imaged at t=0, B imaged at t=30 minutes, C imaged at t=60 minutes, and D imaged at t= 




Figure 0.9 Experiment 4 Device 2 Culture over Time. Bright-field reflected light was 
used to obtain the above images. Time increases from left to right, top to bottom. Figures 
A-G were taken at approximately 30-minute intervals with the final image being recorded 




Figure 0.10 Experiment 5 Culture over Time: Bright-field reflected light was used to 
obtain the above images. Time increases from left to right. Images A-C were taken at 0, 




Figure 0.11 Experiment 6 Culture over Time: Bright-field reflected light was used to 
obtain the above images. Figures A-H were taken at 30-minute increments with the final 
time point being 200 minutes for Image G. The final image was taken after 255 minutes. 
The cells remained in suspension, but debris becomes noticeable after 180 minutes 




Figure 0.12 Experiment 6 Culture over Time: Bright-field reflected light was used to 
obtain the above images. Figures A-H were taken at 30-minute increments with the final 
time point being 200 minutes for Image G. The final image was taken after 255 minutes. 
The cells remained in suspension for the duration of the experiment, never adhering 




Figure 0.13 Experiment 10 Cell Culture over Time: Bright-field reflected light was 
used to obtain the above images. Images A-E were taken at 30-minute time intervals, 
with the final image being obtained after 120 minutes (E). Scale bar represents 250 𝜇𝑚. 
Figures 4.8-4.13 show murine derived NIH 3T3 fibroblasts remaining in suspension 
throughout the duration of experiments, without any adherence to the surface. Possible 
adhesion was observed in Figure 4.14 below. The cells remained adhered to the surface 




Figure 0.14 Adherent Cell Culture within the Device Experiment 12: Adherent cell 
culture was observed in the device after 60 minutes, shown in figure A. Figure B shows 
the cell after 176 minutes with intermittent media perfusion. Bright-field reflected light 





An outline of the various conditions tested for each experiment is shown in Table 3.1 
above. The initial round of microscale experiments, Experiments 1-3, looked at directly 
translating macroscale culture techniques to microscale techniques. The end results 
showed no adherent cell culture and few if any cells were successfully introduced into the 
device. The first experiment used the initial device design that had larger cell wells, 
increasing the frequency and detriment of bubble formation within the device. The 
remaining microscale experiments were conducted using the second version of the 
device, where the most notable change was smaller well size. The changes made in later 
experiments focused on a) densely seeding the device and b) creating a suitable 
environment for cellular adhesion. Each experiment saw changes in loading techniques, 
with the goal of finding the method to best uniformly seed the device while limiting any 
possible shear stress on the cells. A sufficient number of cells need to be in each well in 
order for the necessary biochemical and biomechanical signaling that promote cell 
adhesion and proliferation to occur. 
Many experiments also had different surface modifications, with the goal being cellular 
adherence. Some research suggests that plasma treatments are sufficient in creating a 
microenvironment suitable for cellular adherence. Many commercially available tissue 
culture flasks are solely plasma treated, and at the macroscale, these flasks worked well 
for the adherent culture of NIH 3T3 fibroblasts. However, plasma treatment alone was 
insufficient in the experiments presented above. From there, all the devices were still 
plasma treated, but starting with Experiment 7 they were also coated in a 0.01% Poly-L-
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Lysine solution. The specific coating procedures varied between experiments with the 
goal of finding the optimal coating protocol that was also time efficient.  
Looking at the figures presented above, the results are largely inconclusive due to small 
samples sizes and limited experiment duplicates.  Multiple one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) were ran to examine variations in seeding density as a function of distance 
from the inlet, results of which are shown in Figures 4.6 and Figure 4.7. While a 
uniform loading distribution is desired, a non-uniform loading distribution may not be the 
biggest concern for this project. As long as all wells had sufficient seeding for cell-to-cell 
signaling and adequate microenvironment control, the cells should be able to proliferate 
and adhere. Based on the material presented, no real distinct pattern is present in the 
seeding variation. While some statistical differences were observed, it is not believed to 
be relevant, again due to small sample size and large variation between protocols from 
experiment to experiment. Furthermore, when obtaining the cell solution for loading the 
device, flasks were used from varying confluences (~80-100%) which could account for 
the variation in seeding densities.  
Multiple ANOVAs and Tukey’s test were also ran looking at the average cell count in the 
device over time. One of two scenarios was expected: 1) an increase in cell count over 
time as the cells proliferated, or 2) a decrease in cell count due to cell death after nutrient 
depletion within the device created a microenvironment unsuitable for proliferation. 
However, the data collected reveals that the average counts remained largely consistent, 
even over multiple hours, as shown in Figure 4.3-4.5 above. Some variations were 
observed due to perfusion attempts, which washed out many of the cells due to lack of 
adherence. While statistical differences were observed between different experiments, it 
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was not observed between time points within a single device. The variation between 
experiments is likely due to the variation in confluency of the flask used for each specific 
experiment and due to variation in procedural protocol, not due to proliferation as 
intended. Variation between experiments was expected because most experiments had a 
different experimental design, making comparison between experiments more difficult.  
Smooth line graphs were also generated to look at each specific experiment’s averages as 
a function of distance from the inlet and as a function of time. The goal was to look for 
any trends within the data for each specific protocol in order to identify the ‘ideal’ 
protocol for achieving adherent cell culture within the device. While the protocol 
presented in Experiment 12 appeared sufficient to achieve adherent cell culture, based on 
Figure 4.14,  within the device, work still needs to be done to further optimize the 
procedure and to better recreate the ideal cellular microenvironment within the device. 
This includes better regulation of seeding density, CO2 concentration, and nutrients via 
media perfusion.  
The high surface-area-to-volume ratio of the device presented here posed unique 
difficulties for achieving adherent cell culture within the device. It is suspected that most 
nutrients were depleted from the device within three- and one-half hours. However, the 
cells were unable to attach sufficiently during that period, making it impossible to perfuse 
fresh media. While some experiments lasted longer than three- and one-half hours, it is 




6. CONCLUSION   
The development of lab on a chip, micro total analysis systems, organ on a chip, and 
other similar technology has the potential to revolutionize the science and medical fields. 
Higher throughput experiments provide scientists with more data at a faster rate. A 
culture that takes months or years to develop and test at the macroscale could take days, 
maybe weeks, to develop and test at the microscale. While this helps with time and 
money, it also enables higher reproducibility and repeatability, which are paramount in 
clinical applications like drug development. Over 90% of drug animal models fail when 
translated to human applications [33]. This not only causes higher drug prices, but more 
importantly, it also means that only a very small number of drugs researched actually 
make it to market while billions of dollars and years were lost. Animal models currently 
are an important step in the pre-clinical development of drugs. However, microfluidics 
permits the development of systems that more accurately mimic the targeted in-vitro 
environment in-vivo and that can provide predictive human data. And data that can be 
obtained in days, maybe weeks, instead of months and years. 
The future of science is trending toward microfluidics. From smaller sample sizes to 
higher throughput, microfluidics is a more cost effective and time efficient method 
compared to traditional macroscale experiments. The goal of this work was to develop 
the protocol for adherent cell culture within a microfluidic device. This included 
developing a protocol for successfully seeding the device, as well as developing the 
appropriate microenvironment that is sufficient for long-term, adherent cell culture. This 
work used the NIH 3T3 fibroblast cell line because it is robust and ultimately less 
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sensitive to variations within the microenvironment. However, the ultimate goal was to 
develop a protocol that could be adapted for any cell line and coculture.  
The results presented in this report are inconclusive, however a lot of progress was made 




7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS  
Unfortunately, due to complications arising from Covid-19, the work presented here was 
terminated early. At the point of termination, multiple future experiments were planned to 
better achieve adherent cell culture within the device. Future experiments looked at better 
regulation of CO2 levels and using centrifugation to remove trypsin from the cell solution 
prior to feeding, shown in the Appendix below. Here, I want to recommend a few 
potential experiments or modifications that will hopefully help future members of this 
project accomplish adherent cell culture. 
7.1 Continuous Perfusion  
One of the major limitations of my experiments was properly recreating the cellular 
microenvironment. Even with the robust, ‘immortal’ NIH 3T3 cell line, specific 
conditions need to be met in order for the cells to thrive. Based on my results and 
research, lack of nutrients greatly impacted the cellular environment. Many commercially 
available microfluidic devices for cell culture have depths ranging from ~200 −
800𝜇𝑚 [23], which is roughly ten times larger than the device presented in this work. A 
common limitation of microfluidics devices is the higher surface-area-to-volume ratios 
compared to traditional tissue culture flasks and well plates [24]. In other words, there is 
less available volume for nutrients and waste storage in microculture. 
There are two solution proposals that may combat this issue: using high glucose 
concentration media or increasing the serum in the media. Before constant perfusion is an 
option, the cells need to adhere to the surface: as long as the cells remain in suspension it 
is difficult to perfuse within the system. So, while neither of these proposals would be 
ideal for long term experimentation, they may be helpful during the initial stages of the 
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experiment. Using either of these proposals only during seeding and the first hour or two 
until the cells adhered and then using a pump, constant media perfusion could be 
implemented to supply sufficient nutrients and remove waste. The media used for these 
experiments was supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, but future experiments 
could look at using 15-20% to ensure sufficient nutrients. High glucose concentration 
DMEM is also commercially available. In that case, the device could be flushed with 
high glucose DMEM after the PLL incubation. When collecting the cells from 
macroscale culture, the trypsin could be neutralized using the high glucose DMEM, so 
that more glucose molecules per cell are present during the initially seeding. Improper 
neutralization of trypsin likely contributed to the inability of the cells to adhere. Moving 
forward it may be ideal to consider centrifuging the cell solution in a micro-centrifuge 
tube, which will form a pellet of cells in the bottom of the centrifuge tube and the media 
containing trypsin can be aspirated. Then the cells can be resuspended in fresh media 
before being seeded into the device. Furthermore, it is important to more closely regulate 
the pH and CO2 concentrations within the device. Without proper CO2 the pH in the 
system will not be suitable for cell proliferation and adherent culture. Proper CO2 levels 
can be achieved by using an incubator during culture or developing a CO2 feeder layer 
within the microfluidic network. 
 Another important consideration is the Effective Culture Time (ECT) and the Critical 
Perfusion Rate (CPR) [17]. For a 200𝜇𝑚 channel, the ECT is between 8-12 hours. Based 
on a simple linear interpolation, the ECT is between 2.8-4.2hours for a 70𝜇𝑚 channel. 
Ideally, then, the media within the device is replaced roughly every three hours, to ensure 
sufficient nutrient levels. Whether the media is perfused through the cell channel network 
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or through the nutrient generator will slightly alter the critical perfusion rate. Using the 
cell channel network, calculations propose a flow rate of 0.05 − 0.1
𝜇𝐿
ℎ𝑟
. Using the 
gradient generator, a flow rate of approximately 1
𝜇𝐿
ℎ𝑟
 should be sufficient. Perfusion 




be sufficient for long term culture within the device.  
7.2 Bubbles 
Bubble formation within a microfluidic device is incredibly problematic: often once a 
bubble is formed within the system it is virtually impossible to remove it. Added 
complications arise in microfluidic devices designed for cell culture because gases are a 
vital part in recreating the ideal microenvironment for cell adherence and proliferation. 
Media is a gaseous liquid, so bubbles can form even when all appropriate precautions are 
taken. One method for preventing bubbles from being introduced into the device is by 
adding a microscale bubble trap to the device [25]. A bubble trap could be added to 
future renditions of the device during the fabrication process. The trap could be placed 
where media and other gaseous liquids are introduced to the device.  
7.3 Creating a Sufficient Microenvironment  
Many factors are involved in creating the appropriate environment for cell culture. While 
a lot of these phenomena and factors are well understood at the macroscale level, they do 
not always easily translate to the microscale. This work looked at developing protocol for 
the use of a microfluidic device without traditional tissue culture equipment, specifically 
an incubator. An incubator helps regulate temperature and carbon-dioxide levels which 
are vital in creating a suitable microenvironment for cell culture adherence and 
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proliferation. Without using an incubator, regulating these conditions is more 
complicated. Aside from using an incubator, it may be possible to develop CO2 a feeder 
layer within the device to regulate and maintain gas exchange within the device. In this 
scenario, 5-10% CO2 could be constantly perfused into the system directly. It is also 
important to regulate the thickness of the PDMS to ensure optimal gas exchange can 
occur.  
Another potential solution for having sufficient nutrients delivered to the cells 
continuously is to explore porous membranes/polymers that allow for diffusion of 
nutrients. We could create a dual layer microfluidic device with the porous membrane 
covered by the PDMS for sterility and structural integrity. This layer could help create an 
environment suitable for adherent cell culture during the periods where continuous 
perfusion is unideal. This way, nutrients could diffuse through the membrane without 
disrupting the cellular environment or creating a shear stress that washes the cells away 
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